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The city presence during the
Covid-19 pandemic1
seen through eyes о/ а 6th grader
Our online project is а clear example of а complex approach. The object of
our investigation has become the Covid-19 pandemic itself. We consider
pandemic in terms of natural sciences as well as in historical, technical and
linguistic aspects. While completing the tasks, we used different approaches,
starting with graphic interpretation ending with measurements, through
moblle apps. For implementing the project we formed а questionnaire with 20
tasks. Most of the tasks correspond to the competence of the 6th grade
(11-13 years-old) student. The best student solutions were included in the final
version of the project. The teacher сап use any task in practice and as
additional material in future projects.
During the pandemic the air has become
significantly fresher. Does it mean, that
amount of oxygen in the atmosphere has
increased?
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Select the material and create an air
composition model (it was/it has become).
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Noise {dBI from 21 p.m. to 6 a..

Crinotiм- was а wide dress with steel wi� inside.
lt was in fashion in the 60s and 70s of the КIХ century. Тhе
diameter of the crino!ine in soml! cases rl!ached 2m (!}.
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"Let' s record the sound ". То do this, use the
moblle
"Sound
meter".
attachment
Record the observation results daily 3-4
times а day (one measurement definitely
after 21 hours ). Observation period (17 .05.20 - 06.06.20) during the active traffic
оп the street.
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As we can see, the "social distancen was
kept even then 1

(monitoring results without spectral analysis),
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